
Korea     1952-1953
Old Smokey, Kimpo,Cho Do, Pang Yang Do, K-16, and Seoul



606th AC & W  Kimpo



Main Gate
Entrance to 606th AC&W Squadron on “Old Smokey) Mtn. Outside Kimpo Air  Base



Motor Pool
606th AC&W Sqdn



Amphitheater
606th AC&W Sqdn



Downhill toward Han River

My tent was 2nd past Quonset hut
606th AC&W Sqdn



Uphill from my tent
606th AC&W Sqdn



My Bunk
606th AC&W Sqdn



Horsing Around
606th AC&W Sqdn



Houseboy “Chesai”; it means tiny
He was finally adopted by the man next to him, and brought back to the U.S. when he rotated.



Kimpo Airbase F86
Kimpo, Korea



Kimpo Airbase Chapel
Kimpo, Korea



5 Ton Truck – Driver forgot to set the parking brake
606the AC&W Sqdn.  The back of the truck smashed a bench that had been occupied just before the accident.  The Airman 

who was sitting there fainted;  “Ya Think!?”



5 Ton Truck – Driver forgot to set the parking brake
What a mess to clean up.



5 Ton Truck – Driver forgot to set the parking brake
It took a huge wrecker from Seoul to pull the truck up and out, and then heavy repairs to the Quonset hut.



Seoul     1952-1953



Yours truly – Drivin’ a jeep in Seoul
What needs to be said?



Friends and Korean worker by Han River
We were there to wash a truck from the motor pool, so we chipped in and hired a Korean to do the job.  I think it was 

about 20,000 Wan (i.e. $2.00 U.S.



At the Seoul market with a friend
We had gone to Sunday Mass at a Catholic Cathedral in Seoul.



Seoul – this used to be a tea house



What is left of some residential area
This was a lucky area; only partial devastation.



There used to be a temple on the flat space



City Square looking East
That bombed out building was originally a luxury hotel.



Former Armory
There were a number of them around the city.



City Square Looking Northeast
Never found out what that building was, but fortunately it was spared



Seoul Railroad Station



5th AF HQ at Seoul University Campus
The 5th AF Seal is affectionately called, “The Big Nickel”.  Somehow the university campus was undamaged.



8th Army HQ next door from Seoul University Campus
Mc Arthur’s bunker was next to the building.



Lobby inside Seoul GI theater
Originally a Korean theater.



A typical residence in 1952 - 1953
This is what the majority of Seoul looked like.



City Square looking Northwest
These were also spared somehow.



South Square



Boulevard to the Capitol



How most of Seoul looked
From the Han River bridge to the center of town was this kind of devastation.



More of the same devastation



Han River north of Seoul
This was the railroad bridge taken from the vehicle bridge.  When the busses approached the vehicle bridge from either direction, it would be stopped and a ROK 
Soldier would board and check ID of all indigenous people.  If anyone was found without ID or questionable ID, they’d be taken off and carefully vetted.  If any 
was determined to be unidentifiable they’d be interrogated and if fond to be subversive they’d be summarily shot or hanged form the railroad bridge and left 
there for the buzzards to feast upon.  It’s not visible in this picture but you could actually see some of the bodies hanging from the bridge (and these were 
supposed to be the “Good Guys”.



Han River North of the City
Taken form the road north to Yond Dong Po (a Seoul suburb) and K-16 (Seoul City Airbase)



Han River toward K16 (Seoul City Airbase)



Seoul Riverside Grave
The buried their dead anywhere, not just in cemetarys.



Seoul C124 at K16
That aircraft was cavernous and the flight deck was at the equivalent of a third story.  Yet the wings were so short we 

wondered how it could fly.



K54 Cho Do     1952



C’ho Do

Island

in 

Korea Bay

135 miles 

north of 

the DMZ, 

and 55 

miles from 

Pyongyang



Rescue Chopper
Heading out to retrieve a downed pilot who punched out (ejected) of his F-86 Sabrejet.



Tentmates in Tent #3
In the right picture we were mock murdering the one and only Air Policeman in the outfit.



Yours truly in front of orderly room (Jamesway Hut)
Jamesways were similar to Quonset huts, but with wooden rips and canvass coverint.



In Communications Hut at HF Radio Transceiver
Even though I was actually a Cryptographer/Teletype Operator supervisor, I wanted to show the HF radio operators that I 

still could send and copy 16 words/minute morse code, which I learned in High School.



Pole Climbers setting up UHF antenna
We added UHF radio well after our installation was originally operational.



Filling sandbags at beach for comm center protection
That was real “Assembly Line” teamwork, and we hated it.



Chodo stacking sandbags
That’s John Gadomsky, one of my teletype operators, cutting up.



Yours truly next to Greek C47 on my way to Cho Do



Outside of my tent
That was in late fall and it was starting to get cold.  It got a lot worse by winter and I replaced the “Field Jacket” with an 

Arctic Parka.



The Communication Center Crew (CCC)
The front three were Teletype operators, the ones in the back (with their heads chopped of) were HF Radio Operators.  

John Gadomsky is the one in front, and the only actually trained Teletype operator.  The other two were only assigned to 

me because they were the only men in the outfit with Secret clearances, which was required to handle our traffic.



Aftermath of 500 LB bomb that hit the previous evening
A Russian YAK-9 had snuck in under our radar the night before and laid that egg right in front of that tent, which housed a 

squad of Army Anti-Aircraft gunners.  Two were killed outright and the other eight were wounded and had to be 

evacuated.  I helped carry the litter with one of the dead, and have been squeamish about the sight of blood ever since.



Cho Do Spring & 

Summer 1953



The beach on the west shore at the compound.



The Compound from the upper road to the landing beach.



Unloading supplies from an LST (Landing Ship Tank) which brought our large supplies; e.g. diesel 
oil, gasoline etc. The Koreans from the village were paid to help with the unloading.



The Korean Village on the east shore facing mainland North Korea.



Me by “The Rock” next to the west side beach.



The upper road to the aircraft landing beach.



The northwest shoreline from the compound.



The Korean village on the east side.  Note the downed antenna thanks to  

“Bedcheck Charlie”.



Sunset on the west shore.  The amphibious truck is returning after dumping the 

garbage.



The radar operations on the northeast ridge, what our existence there was all about.  Each night - actually in the wee 

hours of the morning – I had to hand carry the Frag Order (the daily war plan), which was highly classified and arduously 

received and decrypted during the night, and deliver it, in person, to the Chief Air Controller at radar operations, and get 

his signature on a delivery receipt.

In the background is mainland North Korea four miles away.  Near the right edge you can see the cliffs in which there were 

caves with field artillery that they used to shell us.  Our artillery was only anti-aircraft which hadn’t the range for us to 

shell them back. On one occasion, however, thanks to our intelligence gathering, we pinpointed the mainland entrance to 

the caves, and sent the information to 5th AF Hq, and the next day an Austrailian fighter fired rockets into the entrance 

and the whole top of that mountain blew off.  Apparently the caves were also an ammunition dump.



.
The supply LST waiting for a dry ramp at low tide to unload cargo. They would actually beach the 
ship, and when the tide went out, the front ramp would be on dry beach, so that the cargo could 
be easily unloaded.



Dawn mist over the Yellow Sea from the spring thaw.  During the winter it was frozen solid with 
ice floes several feet thick, and there was an iceberg on the beach.  That sandbagged area near 
the water is an Anti-Aircraft Artillery bunker.



Mist from the spring thaw.  You can still see some ice floes hat hadn’t yet melted



More mist and the garbage scow returning. We had an amphibious truck that was 

used as a garbage scow.



The communications center and UHF site at the top of the mountain.



Me by the beach.



Back from R&R with my brand 

new gabardine tailor-made 

uniform and bright shiny stripes 

and big nickel patch.



Me in front of the communications center.



The wild guys of “Tent Three”. Note the red ribbon on the front of my hat.  That was to signify that I 
was a “Short Timer” with thirty days or less till rotation to the States.  When we had less than a hundred 
days we’d put a yellow ribbon on our hat, and when it became less than thirty days we’d “Go Red”.



F80 Victory Roll after a confirmed kill. By tradition, when a pilot gets five confirmed kills he 
becomes a certified “Ace”, and has the option to go home.  However they seldom do.  We’d had 
a few double and triple aces.



Finishing the Victory Roll.  It looks as though he’s diving, but that’s because I was 

holding the camera straight up.



The Greek C-47 on the landing beach.  The Greek Air Force used to ferry people 
to and from C’ho Do and Pangyang Do.



Pang Yang Do    1952-1953



Remains of a ditched aircraft



The rest of it.



When it hit the water it flipped and flopped.  Fortunately the pilot ejected before the crash and was rescued.  Whenever an aircraft 
ditched on the beach, we’d retrieve the .30 Calibre machine gun belts, break them down and load rifle clips with the shells.  Since 
the belts had a tracer as every fifth round, we’d also load them in the rifle clips so that at night we could see where we were firing 
when we’d shoot at raiding aircraft.



The Air Rescue “Shrimp Boat”. Sometimes when a pilot “Punched Out”; i.e. ejected, the wind 
would carry him far out to sea, beyond the range of the rescue choppers, so a “Shrimp Boat” 
would be dispatched to pick him up.



Seoul     1952-1953



The GI movie theater in 

Seoul.



The Capitol building of 

South Korea, Seoul.  

The name of the city 

was actually 

“Gyeongseong”.  Seoul 

is the Korean word for 

Capitol.



President Syngman

Rhee arriving at the 

Capitol in Seoul.



A typical street in Seoul.



A very typical 

Korean home –

as they were 

then.



One of my pals 

from the 606th.



A Korean traffic cop.  The war was, after all, a “Police Action”, but those and the 

MPs were the only cops we saw.



K-16     1952-1953



A C46 spraying for mosquitoes.  They were torturous during the summers.



Equipment going to the front



Operation “Little Switch”; the exchange of the sick and wounded POWs, 

negotiated before the actual “Cease Fire”.  These convoys were going and 

returning 24/7.  It was an eerie sight.  Operation “Big Switch”; the exchange of 

the rest of the prisoners started the day I boarded the ship in Japan to come 

home. We were told, and I’ve since read, that many of the North Korean 

prisoners refused repatriation. 
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